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KLV Premium Gaming
Chair

$599.95

Product Images

Short Description

Whether you’re working long hours under high pressure or gaming at home, our racing chair is built for long-
lasting comfort. PPCS spent a lot of time researching the hundreds of gaming chairs on the market and this
own by the our favorite one in terms of quality, features and what you get for the price. This is not cheap box
store chair but an incredibly premium gaming chair in every respect. We only wish you could sit in in and try
it out because you would fall in love with it! Check out all the great features below!

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

PPCS spent a lot of time researching the hundreds of gaming chairs on the market and this own by the our
favorite one in terms of quality, features and what you get for the price. This is not cheap box store chair but
an incredibly premium gaming chair in every respect. We only wish you could sit in in and try it out because
you would fall in love with it!

Check out all the great features below! Whether you’re working long hours under high pressure or gaming at
home, our racing chair is built for long-lasting comfort. Unlike standard office chairs, our chair features
bucket seats for extra comfort on those long working days, with an ergonomically designed back that molds
around and supports your spin. Most importantly, the chair reclines from 90-155°, so you can kick up your
feet on the adjustable footrest, and relax at any angle!
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Features
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Specifications

Specifications:

Origin: CN(Origin)
Model Number: 202
Style: Executive Chair
Style: Lift Chair
Style: Swivel Chair
Folded: No
With Rollers: Yes
Specific Use: Office Chair
Is Rotatable: Yes
General Use: Commercial Furniture
Type: Office Furniture
Material: Synthetic Leather
With Handrails: YES
Backrest Height: <125mm->800mm
Size: 84*61*34cm

Details:
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Additional Information

Brand AE

SKU AE-KLV-CHAIR

Weight 40.0000

Color Black
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